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Abstract 
The problem of scheduling a collection of different jobs on identical parallel machine5 is 
investigated. For each job a number of unit processing time tasks, a given deadline and an 
upper bound on inventory are known. The optimality criterion is changeover cost which OCCLII 
if different ypes of jobs are processed in sequence. Only unit cost are to be considered. For two 
job types. an efficient algorithm is presented considering only tight schedules: if more job types 
have to be considered the problem becomes NP-hard. 
K~.~L.~YLI.s: Lot-size scheduling; Changeover cost; Parallel machines; Polynomial algorithm 
1. Introduction 
The problem of scheduling a set of jobs in different lots on a set of machines in the 
presence of changeover cost is related to the so-called multi-product lot scheduling 
problem with capacity constraints. For a detailed analysis of this problem and its 
various special cases we refer to the literature. e.g. to [l. 5.111. All these models 
consider setup cost. Generally speaking, setups are events that occur everytime 
processing of a task is initiated again after a pause in processing. Most real-world 
processing systems have changeovers and with them changeover cost have to be 
considered. 
Such problems arise if tasks are scheduled in lots due to time and cost consider- 
ations. Let us consider, for example, the production of gear-boxes where diKerent 
types of them are produced on transfer lines. The time required to manufacture one 
gear-box is assumed to be identical for all types. Changing from production of one 
gear-box type to another requires a change of machine installment over to another 
state. As these changeovers are costly and time consuming the objective is to minimize 
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the number of changeovers, respectively. the sum of their unit cost. Notice that setup 
times for changeovers are neglected. The whole situation may be complicated by 
additional productional or environmental constraints. For example there are varying 
demands of different gear-box types over time; storage capacity for in-process inven- 
tory of produced items is limited. In-process inventory always increases if some gear- 
box is finished; it is always decreased if produced items are delivered at the given 
points in time where demand has to be fulfilled. From a feasible schedule lots of 
gear-boxes belonging to the same type which are manufactured without changeovers 
can be identified. 
Now, the lot-size scheduling problem can be formulated as follows. Consider 
m machines and n different types of jobs where set Jj contains all jobs of thejth type, 
j= I,..., ~1. Each job of Jj consists of a number H; of unit processing time tasks to be 
finished at some deadline dk, k = 1, ,K. Changing in processing from some job of 
one type to a job of another type induces changeover cost. For each job type an upper 
bound Bj on in-process inventory is given. Starting with some initial job inventory, we 
want to find a feasible lot-size schedule for all jobs such that all deadlines are met, 
upper bounds on inventory are not exceeded, and the sum of all unit changeover cost 
is minimized. 
For the above manufacturing example this model means that the transfer lines are 
represented by machines, gear-box types are related to job types. Job types Jj and 
deadlines dk represent demand for gear-box types at different points in time. The 
number ni of tasks of each job Jj represents the number of gear-boxes of type 
j required at some delivery time dk. Bj relates to the limited storage capacity for 
in-process inventory of the different types of gear-boxes. At each delivery time, d,, the 
in-process inventory of the delivered job type j is decreased by ni. 
Let us assume that H = max,(dk} and that the processing capacity of the machines 
during the interval [0, H] is decomposed in discrete unit time intervals (UTI) 
h = 1, . . ,H. We want to further assume that Hm = &= 1,. ,n nj, where 
ylj = Ck=1, .,K j nk represents the total number of tasks of Jj. With this assumption 
a feasible schedule will be tight, i.e. a schedule having no idle time. 
The general problem of minimizing the number of changeovers under the assump- 
tion that different jobs of different types also have different deadlines was first 
investigated in [7] using some enumerative methods; there exist also dynamic pro- 
gramming algorithms for the problem with non-sequence dependent changeover cost 
[6, lo] and for the problem with sequence dependent changeover cost [4], respective- 
ly. For other enumerative methods see [9] and the references given therein. A closely 
related question to the problem discussed in this paper is investigated in [3], where 
each task has a fixed completion deadline and an integer processing time. The 
question studied is whether there exists a non-preemptive schedule which meets all 
deadlines and has minimum sum of changeover cost. In [3] it is also shown that for 
arbitrary integer processing times the problem is already NP-hard for unit change- 
over cost, three tasks from each job type and two distinct finite deadlines. Another 
closely related problem formulation is investigated in [S] where the existence of unit 
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changeover cost depends on some order of tasks, i.e. tasks are indexed with 1, 2. 
and changeover cost occur only if a task is followed by some other task with large1 
index. This problem is solvable in polynomial time. 
In 112. 21 it is shown that the lot-size scheduling problem formulated at the 
beginning of this section is NP-hard for II = 3 job types. but that it can be solved in 
O(H) time if only one machine and two job types have to be considered. In the 
following we want to investigate the problem instance with also two job types but now 
allowing multiple identical machines. First we present the algorithm without consid- 
ering inventory restriction; then we show how to take these limitations into account. 
2. Lot-size scheduling on multiple machines 
Assume that M identical machines Pi, i = 1, . , m are available for processing the 
set of jobs J,i which consist of two types only; due to capacity restrictions the final 
schedule is tight. Considering a number I)Z > 1 of machines. we must determine to 
which UT1 on which machines a job has to be assigned. Because of continuous 
production requirements we might also assume an assignment of UT1 h = 0 to some 
job type; this can be interpreted as an assignment of some job type to the last UT1 of 
the preceding schedule. 
The idea of the algorithm is to assign task after task of the two job types. now 
denoted by y and I’, to empty UT1 such that all deadlines are met and no other 
assignment can reduce changeover cost. In order to do this. we have to classify UTI 
appropriately which is done next. Based on this classification we will present the 
algorithm. With respect to each deadline dL, we define a “sequence of empty UTI” 
(SEU) as a processing interval [h*, h* + II - l] on some machine consisting of 
II consecutive and empty UTI. UT1 /I* - 1 is assigned to some job: UT1 /I* + II i< 
either also assigned to some job or it is the first UT1 after the occurrence of the 
deadline. Each SEU can be described by a 3-tuple (i, I?*, ~1) where i is the number of the 
machine on which the SEU exists, 12* the first empty UT1 and II the number of the UTI 
in this SEU. 
We differ between “classes” of SEU by considering the job types assigned to 
neighbouring UT1 II* - 1 and h* + M of each SEU. In case 1z* + [I has no assignment 
we denote this by “E”: all other assignments of UT1 are denoted by the number of the 
corresponding job type. Now a “class” is denoted by a pair [s, J]. where 
s.!’ E (y. I’, El. This leads to nine possible classes of SEU from which only classes 
[y, r]. [y, E], [Y. ~11, and [r, E], have to be considered. 
Fig. 1 illustrates these definitions using an example with an assignment for UT1 
h = 0. For d1 = 6 we have a SEU (2,6,1) of class [l, E]; for d, = 11 we have (1.9.3) of 
class [l. E]. (2, 6. 2) of class [l, 21, (2,lO. 2) of class [Z. r;]. 
For each dl, we have to schedule II: 3 0 and H: > 0 tasks. We schedule the 
corresponding jobs according to non-decreasing deadlines with positive time orienta- 
tion starting w-ith li = 1 up to k = K applying the following rules. 
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Rule 1: IF 
THEN 
Rule 2: ELSE IF 
THEN 
Rule 3: ELSE 
Fig. 1. Example schedule showing different SEU 
class [.j, E] is not empty 
assign job typej to UT1 h* of a SEU (i, h*,u) of class [j,E] 
with minimum u. 
classes [q, r] or [r, q] are not empty 
assign job type q(r) to UT1 h* of a SEU (i, k*, u) of class [q, r] 
([r, q]) or if this class is empty to UT1 k* + u - 1 of a SEU 
(i, k*, u) of class Cr, ql (Cq, rl). 
assign job type q(r) to UT1 k* + u - 1 of a SEU (i, k*, u) of 
class [r, E] ([q, E]) with maximum IA. 
The following algorithm makes appropriate use of the above rules. 
Algorithm Lot-size Scheduling on Identical Machines (LIM) 
begin 
fork:= 1 to K do 
while tasks required at dk are not finished do 
begin 
Step 1: update classes; 
Step 2: assign a task of a job type by applying rules l-3 in this order; 
end; 
end; 
In case the “while”-loop cannot be carried out, no feasible schedule for the problem 
under consideration exists. It is necessary to update the classes after each iteration in 
Step 1 because, after a task assignment, the number u of consecutive and empty UT1 of 
the concerned SEU decreases by one and thus the SEU might even disappear. 
Furthermore, an assignment of UT1 k* or k* + u - 1 might force the SEU to change 
the class. 
Let us demonstrate the approach using a small example. Let m = 3, J = {Jr, JZ}, 
d,=4,dz=8,d3=11,n:=3,n:=7,n:=5,n:=5,n~=6,n:=7andzeroinitial 
inventory. In Fig. 2 the optimal schedule generated by LIM is given. 
Now we will show that algorithm LIM generates a feasible and optimal schedule if 
one exists. Feasibility of the algorithm is guaranteed by scheduling the job types 
according to earliest deadlines using only free UT1 of the interval [0, dk]. To prove that 
the given algorithm generates an optimal schedule we have to show that the selection of 
the UT1 for assigning the task under consideration is best possible. The following 
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Fig. 2. Optimal schedule for the example problem. 
Fig. 3. Assignment of q to L SEU of class [q. rl] 
Lemma 1 and the theorem are formulated and proved forjob type y only but also hold 
in case of job type Y. 
Lemma 1. It csists an optimal solurion thut c’(m he built such thd job type y is assignd 
to U TI h* on machine Pi in tax the selected SE U helonqs to classes [q, E] or [q. r]; q i.s 
ussignewf to UT1 h* + u ~ 1 on machine Pi in CCN the SEC: he1on~q.s to c1u.s.w~ [I.. E] OI 
[r. q]. 
Proof. We differ between the different classes of SEU and prove the lemma fol 
each of them. First we consider an assignment of y to a SEU of class [q. E] as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
If we only had to assign job type q to the remaining empty UTI, no changeover will 
occur for cases (A)-(C); if we also had to assign jobs of type Y later. the number 01 
induced changeovers for (A) will not be more than these for(B) and (C). The same kind 
of argument is used for investigating the remaining three cases that are show in Fig. 4. 
Again it can be shown that for all possible future assignment of q and I’ we will not 
have more changeovers for all (A) than for all (B) and (C). 0 
Assignment. according to Lemma 1, is used in all the rules of algorithm LIM. We 
now show that LIM finds optimal schedules if rules l&3 are applied in this order. 
Theorem. Algorithm LIM generates schdu1e.s with minimum numhrr of‘chan(leol,rrs for. 
tbvo t!,pes of jobs. 
Proof. Let N = Hm and let us denote s( 1). s(2), . s(N) the assignment order of tasks 
in algorithm LIM i.e. s(1) is the lth task assigned by LIM. Let us introduce LIMGEN 
as the following nondeterministic algorithm. 
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cl q + [rl 
Fig. 4. Assignment of q to a SEU of classes [r, E], [y, r] and [r, q] 
Algorithm LIMGEN 
begin l:= 1 
for k:=l to K do 
while tasks required at d, are not finished do 
begin 
assign task s(I) to an empty UT1 of the interval [O,d,], that is w(l) = (i, t); 
I:=1 + 1; 
end; 
end; 
It is straightforward to see that any feasible schedule can be generated by 
LIMGEN. Let us now make the following induction assumption. There exists an 
optimal schedule S such that the h first assignments for LIM and LIMGEN are 
identical, that is ~(1) = wLIM(l), . , w(k) = wLIM(k) . We will show that this holds also 
for k + 1, i.e. w(k + 1) = w&k + 1). We suppose without loss of generality 
.s(k + 1) = r. We have to differ between several cases and show for each of them that 
whenever LIMGEN assigns s(k + 1) to another UT1 than LIM, the assignment can 
be exchanged appropriately without generating additional changeovers. 
Let V(j) be the number of tasks of type,j scheduled in S in SEUi with (i, t, ml) and 
SEU2 with (i, t, uJ. As any feasible schedule is tight, we have V(r) + V(q) = ui + u2. 
Let y be the task assigned by LIMGEN to SEU2. For all of the following cases 1 and 
2 LIMGEN cannot generate better schedules than LIM. This can be seen by 
exchanging the assignment of these UT1 of both SEU put in brackets. 
Case 1: LIM assigns s(k + 1) to SEUl of class [Iv, E] with minimum u = ui. 
LIMGEN assigns s(k + 1) to SEUz of class [r, E] with u2 and u2 > ur. We now have 
to analyse the following subcases: 
1.1. V(q) < u2: 
SEUl Y E + 44 q q Y q q 4) 
SEUz r E+i-(l:vvrrrr)(rrq 
1.2. V(y) > c/z: 
SEUl Y E + r(q q Y) q cl q 4 
SEUz Y EAr(vrr)qqqqqlf 
1.3. V(q) = u2: 
SEUl Y E + r(q 4 4 q 4 Y 4) 
SEU2 Y E +r(l:rrrrrr)qq 
Case 2: LIM assigns s(h + 1) to SEU, of class [r, E] with minimum II = 11,. 
LIMGEN assigns s(h + 1) to SEUz of class [r, q] or [q, r] with u2 and, without loss of 
generality, we assume a class [q, r] and 21, > u,. We now have to analyse the following 
su bcases: 
2.1. V(q) < LI?: 
SEU, r E + r(q q Y ‘I Y 4 Y) 
SEUz q u+q(rrrrrrr)rr _ 
2.3. V(q) > Liz: 
SEUl I” E + r(q q 4) 4 q 4 q 
SEUZ q r+q(r-rr)qqqqqr 
2.3. V(q) = Ii?: 
SEU, r E -+ r(q q ‘1 q q 4 q) 
SEUz q r+q(rrrrrrr)qr 
The remaining seven cases can be analysed using Table 1. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Algorithm LIM runs in O(Hm) time which is explained next. Assume a list struc- 
ture for classes [,j. E] which is initialized in an arbitrary order before applying LIM. 
There are at most M SEU in the list for [q, E] and [r, E]; otherwise at least 
Table 1 
LIM LIMGEN 
assigns to assigns to 
Comment 
1. 
2. 
7 
i: 
3. 
6. 
7. 
x. 
9. 
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two SEU of these classes would be on one machine which is not possible according 
to the definition. In classes [q, r] and [v, q] together there is never more than 
one SEU due to rules l-3 and so the total number of SEU in all lists considering 
all classes is at most yn + 1. We need two steps to assign Hm tasks of both job 
types. In Step 1, we update the classes and, in Step 2, we assign one task of job 
type 4 or r according to the given rules. There will be (i) K iterations for updating 
all lists and (ii) Hnz - K iterations where we only have to update this element of 
the list where the selected SEU comes from. The time complexity for (i) is O(Km) 
because, for K deadlines, at most O(m) elements have to be updated which can 
be done in constant time for each element. For (ii) the time complexity is O(Hm) 
because each iteration can be done in constant time. To see this remember that 
the sequence of the elements of each list is not changed by updating. Knowing 
that K < H, the total time complexity for our algorithm is not more than 
O(Hm). 
Let us now investigate how we can consider inventory restrictions for both job 
types, i.e. for each job type an upper bound Bj on in-process inventory is given. If there 
are only two job types to be considered, limited in-process storage capacity can be 
translated to updated demands of unit time tasks referring to given deadlines & if 
processing of some job type has to be stopped because of storage limitations, 
processing of the other job has to be started as Hm = Cj= i,...,, nj. This can be 
achieved by increasing the demand of the other job type appropriately. 
Assume, that a demand and inventory f easible and tight schedule exists for the 
problem instance. Let NT be the updated demand after some preprocessing step now 
used as input for the algorithm. To define this input more precisely let us first consider 
how many unit time tasks of some job type, e.g. q, have to be processed up to some 
deadline &: 
l at most this number of tasks of job type 4 which does not exceed storage limita- 
tions, i.e. L, = B, - Z;i=l,.._,k-l (Nb - $J; 
l at least what is actually required of ~1, i.e. D, = ~1: - Ci=l.....kP i (Nf - ni); 
o at least the remaining processing capacity minus this number of unit time tasks of 
job type r which can be processed at most because of storage limitations for this job 
type, i.e. R,=C~--~~=~,.,,,~-~(N~+N~)-(B,-~~=~,.,.,~~~(N~--Y~~)); where 
ck = n& be the total processing capacity in the intervals [0, dk] on m machines. 
The same considerations hold for the other job type r, respectively. 
With the following lemmas we show how the demand has to be updated such that 
not only feasibility (see Lemma 3) but also optimality (see Lemma 4) concerning 
changeovers is retained. We start with showing that Lj can be omitted if we calculate 
N$. 
Lemma 2. Lj = Bj - xi= 1. _ ,k_ 1 (Nf - B$) cm be ~egl~~t~d in case Q,feasi~le and ~i~~l~ 
schedule exists. 
Proof. We will differ between two cases. 
k Case I: Assume nj - .Zizl,. ,k_ ,(Nj - ni) > Bj - Xi= L, ,k , (Nj - nj); from this 
we get H! > Bj and this cannot be true because the upper bound on inventory would 
be exceeded. 
C~lse 2: Assume ck - Xi= 1, ,k_, (N; + N;) -(B, -EL=,. ,L_, (N; - n;)) > B, ~~ 
ci=l. .hbl (N; - 12:); from this we get ch > B, + B, + Zi = 1 k 1 ( JI:, + JZ~) and this 
cannot be true because from this we would not get a tight schedule if k = K. 0 
From the result of Lemma 2 we can define Nr more precisely by 
Nh:= max ‘~1’ ~ Y 1 Y c (N; - n:I), 
/ = I. ..!, ~ I 
C’k ~ z (N; + N:) - (B, ~ 
,2 
ii cnr: - n:)), (I) 
/ = I.. ..I, ~ I .I\ I 
Nr:= max (17: - 1 (N: - J7f), 
i=l....Apl 
(‘k - -I (N: + N;, -(B, - 1 (iv;! - J?;J)). (2) 
/ = I, . ..i ~ I i=l. I, I 
We will now show that after updating all demands of unit time jobs of type q accord- 
ing to (1) the new problem instance is equivalent to the original one. We omit the cast 
of job type I’ and (2), which directly follows in an analogous way. Notice that the 
demand will only be updated, if inventory restrictions limit assignment possibilities up 
to a certain deadline dli. Only in this case the kth interval will be completely filled with 
jobs. If no inventory restrictions have to be considered, formulas (1) and (2) result in 
the original demand pattern. 
Proof. Let us assume we apply (1) and the upper bound of inventory of job type I’ at 
some deadline d,, is exceeded by one task, i.e. IV: = B,. - Iliz 1, ,k , (Ni - nf) + I. Let 
min-c, be the minimum capacity in the interval [O, dk] which is required to 
produce x, =, h(N: + N:). Now we have min ._ ck = c;=l, ,k_ 1 (Iv; + Ri:) + !v; + Iv;. 
lJsing(1)wegetmin_~,3&=1,, ,k_1 (h’L+.$)+cI,-C,=,, ,I,_1 (N~+,~~)-B, i- 
I[= ,_ ,k_, (a%‘; - ni) + B, ~ IiI1, ,k_l (N: ~ H:) + 1 or min_ci, 3 c* + 1. This is 
;I contradiction and we can conclude that the upper bound on inventory of job type I’ will 
not be exceeded. 0 
Proof. If case (i) is true then for (1) we get Nt = f$ - xi = 1, .k _ 1 (Ni - nf) and from 
this we get 1, = ,, ,,i, N6 = xi = ,, ,,., knd. The demand up to deadline dk is not changed. 
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If case (ii) is true the cumulated demand up to deadline dk has to be increased, i.e. 
Ci=l, ,k Nb > Ci=l. ,k a,!,. The increase is necessary because of given storage restric- 
tions. This increase is not only demand feasible since xi= i., ,k Nb > xi= 1, ,k rz6 but 
also does not influence optimality. To see the second part remember that any solution 
results in a tight schedule, i.e. every UT1 has to be assigned to some task. Now 
consider all free UT1 up to deadline dk. These have to be assigned to tasks of either job 
type q or r. What has to be assigned by job type q is this number of UT1 which cannot 
be used by job type Y, i.e. ck - Ci=r, ...k-i(Ni + Ni)-(B,-Ci=i,.. ,k-i(NL-nt)). 
Because of this, the demand for job type q at deadline dk can be updated without 
losing optimality. 0 
3. Conclusions 
We investigated the problem of minimizing the number of changeovers on an 
arbitrary number of machines for two job types. We showed that the problem can be 
solved in polynomial time. For more general problem instances no polynomial 
algorithms exist and only enumerative methods and heuristics can be applied. In this 
respect it seems an interesting question if the presented algorithm can be used for 
calculating good lower bounds in some enumerative approach or can be applied in 
relaxations for approximation algorithms. 
The presented algorithm also solves the corresponding problem instance with 
arbitrary positive changeover cost because, for two job types only, minimizing the 
number of changeovers is equivalent to minimizing the sum of their positive change- 
over cost. In order to solve the practical gear-box manufacturing problem where more 
than two job types have to be considered, a heuristic has been implemented which 
uses the ideas of the presented approach. The corresponding scheduling rule is 
considered to be that no unforced changeovers should occur. The resulting algorithm 
is part of a scheduling system, which incorporates a graphical representation scheme 
using Gantt-charts and further devices to give the manufacturing staff an effective tool 
for decision support on the shop floor. 
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